“We want to thank Joe Sharp and his Live with Purpose coaching material. Joe worked with our senior
leadership team and gave us excellent tools and we really learned a lot. We highly recommend his
systems and love and bless his ministry.”
-Heidi Baker, Founder, Iris Ministries
Pemba, Mozambique (Africa)

Making dreams a reality
Joe Sharp is an expert in helping people pursue their dreams while living lives of deeper purpose. He
helps individuals convert aspirations and dreams to reality while pursuing them through God’s eyes. He is
a published author, International business/life coach, public speaker, and has been a CEO or partner in
seven business ventures in various industries. Joe embraces both the practicality of his experiences and
the spontaneity of the Holy Spirit to minister to people seeking to impact the business world. It’s Joe’s
primary passion to help locate the strengths and dreams within the hearts of the saints, and thus work to
“equip them for the work of the ministry.”
Speaking from Experience
Joe speaks from practical experience and undeniable passion. Joe began his first successful company,
Sharp Innovations, Inc., in 1999, at age 20. His exceptional drive and focus has only increased over the
past decade, and he wants to share his knowledge with your organization. He’s honest about both his
successes and failures. It’s this honesty that makes his topics so relevant.
Joe also draws extensively from his personal life with the realization of the power of testimony. His
openness about how to make relational, spiritual, and personal dreams come true make his lessons
insightful and meaningful.
Speaking in Humility
Joe doesn’t speak about anything he doesn’t practice himself. He backs his passion for helping people
help others in his own life. 10% of the proceeds for his book, “Running Down Your Dreams” and all of his
dream pursuit resources and speaking engagements go to HOPE International, an organization dedicated
to fueling the dreams of the poor around the world. HOPE International is a nonprofit organization that
tutors individuals in microfinance and provides them with basic business training in association with the
Gospel of Jesus.
You may benefit from Joe’s Presentation if you are:
•
•
•
•
•
•

Searching for the strength and courage needed to overcome circumstance and/or
discouragement and bring your dreams to fruition
Trying to figure out how to channel your passion into productivity
Trying to discover your unique abilities and spiritual gifts
Looking to transform your life into one of deeper meaning and purpose
Seeking the balance in kingdom-minded business and what God wants to do in this sphere
Eager to apply eternal perspective and selflessness spiritually, personally, and in your
business/vocation

- An expert in helping people pursue their dreams while living lives of deeper purpose.
Keynote speaker: available for conferences, workshops, corporate or ministry retreats, and seminars.

What others are saying about Joe and “Running Down Your Dreams:
“If you want to equip your people to operate at a higher level and to see their God-given dreams fulfilled,
you need to hear from Joseph Sharp.”
- Steve Charman, Professional Athlete, Businessman & Entrepreneur
Sydney, Australia
“Joe is a passionate entrepreneur with a heart for equipping others to pursue their dreams for God’s
glory. Not only is this commitment evident on each page of Running Down Your Dreams, but Joe has
further demonstrated his passion through his support of HOPE International, which empowers
entrepreneurs living in poverty around the world.”
- Jeff Rutt, Founder, HOPE International
Lancaster, Pennsylvania

“Putting your faith into action is an essential ingredient in running down your dreams and pursuing them
through God's eyes. It was an honor to share my story with the world in Running Down Your Dreams.
During the time Joe served my team as a short-term missionary, it was evident that he has a deep
passion and calling from God to help people fulfill their God-given dreams"
- Mike Hawthorne,
Founder of Adventure Outreach Ministries and Missionary in Savusavu, FIJI

“I believe Joe’s passion to help others take action on their dreams is authentic and inspired by God’s
purpose for him and those he coaches.”
-Tim Ferris, Principal Consultant, Living On Purpose International
Sydney, Australia

“Where there is no revelation, people cast off restraint; but blessed is the one
who heeds wisdom’s instruction.” – Proverbs 29:18

